Construction made simple with the arrival of Deltalok!
Wednesday, 16 September 2015 14:21

AHS Ltd is proud to have been granted sole UK wholesale rights to this fantastic product.

Deltalok is the simple, innovative engineering system that delivers a permanent, ecological
solution for erosion control; retaining walls; slopes; highways; water applications; living walls;
noise barriers and much more.

Deltalok requires little or no specialist tools or labour and offers a cost-effective and instant
solution to a wide range of applications.

Mike Johnson, Deltalok specialist at AHS Ltd, said: "Since launching this product this month,
we've received much interest, as customers seek a cost-effective and green solution to a
number of engineering, construction and landscaping projects.

Initial enquiries and sales prove that there is a real demand for such a product in the
engineering, construction and landscaping sectors and we're very pleased to be leading the
way in being the only wholesaler of Deltalok in the UK."

Deltalok delivers the structural strength of concrete whilst blending entirely
sympathetically with the natural landscape.

"We've received very positive feedback from the customers and contractors of the first Deltalok
project we supplied and we look forward to hearing from many more happy customers as further
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projects are completed."

For more information, visit our new Deltalok website - www.ahs-deltalok.co.uk where you can
WATCH OUR VIDEO
to see Deltalok in action!

Our Deltalok brochure is available to download from our website. If you'd prefer for us to post
you a copy, please email mike.johnson@ahs-ltd.co.uk with your address details or call 0333
207 0440.

WANT TO KNOW MORE? CONTACT MIKE, OUR DELTALOK EXPERT!

Mike is our dedicated Deltalok specialist, available to answer all your Deltalok questions, from
the trivial to the technical!
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